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The individual account-based but unfunded approach to mandated public
pension systems is a reform benchmark for all pension schemes, promising fair
and financially sustainable benefits. Nonfinancial defined contribution (NDC)
pension schemes originated in Italy and Sweden in the 1990s, were then adopted
by Latvia, Norway, and Poland, envisaged but not implemented in various other
countries, such as Egypt and Russia, and remain under discussion in many
nations around the world, such as China and France. In its complete form, the
approach also comprises budget-financed basic income provisions and
mandated or voluntary funded provisions. Volume 1 of this book offers an
assessment of countries that were early adopters before addressing key aspects
of policy implementation and design review, including how best to combine basic
income provisions with an NDC scheme, how to deal with heterogeneity in
longevity, and how to adjust NDC scheme design and labor market policies to
deliver on reform expectations. Volume 2 addresses a second set of issues,
including the gender pension gap and what family policies can do about it within
the NDC framework, labor market issues and administrative challenges of NDC
schemes and how countries are coping, the role of communication in these
pension schemes, the complexity of cross-border pension taxation, and much
more. Progress and Challenges of Nonfinancial Defined Contribution Pension
Schemes is the third in a series of books analyzing the progress, challenges, and
adjustment options of this reform revolution for mandated public pension
systems. 'Pension reform is a major issue in many countries. The development of
the nonfinancial defined contribution pension plan in the 90's was a major
advance in pension design. By reporting actual country experiences and
exploring properties of plan designs, this latest collection of essays is a valuable
contribution, well worth reading.' Peter Diamond Professor at Massachusetts
Institute of Technology; 2010 winner of the Nobel Memorial Prize in Economic
Sciences 'A highly stimulating publication for policy makers and researchers
alike. It pushes the analytical frontier for policy challenges that all public pension
schemes are confronted with but that the nonfinancial defined contribution
approach promises to handle best.' Noriyuki Takayama President, Research
Institute for Policies on Pension and Aging, Tokyo, and professor emeritus,
Hitotsubashi University, Tokyo 'In a changing world where pensions are more
than ever linked to labor markets, communication tools, and flexibility
considerations, this anthology provides a unique up-to-date analysis of
nonfinancial defined contribution pension schemes. By mixing international
experiences and theoretical studies, it demonstrates the high adaptability of such
pension schemes to changing social challenges.' Pierre Devolder Professor of
Finance and Actuarial Sciences, Catholic University of Louvain, Belgium
In Conceptions of Professionalism, Ken Bruce and Abdullahi Ahmed present the
results of research into understanding what professionalism means to individuals
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who are CERTIFIED FINANCIAL PLANNERTM professionals and how they
conceive of acting professionally. Financial planning is establishing itself as a
relatively new, emerging profession and an understanding of how its members
experience professionalism provides insights that will help those responsible
across the international financial planning community to establish relevant,
accurate and meaningful professional standards for financial planners. The
authors employ the relatively new research methodology of phenomenography,
which enables them to describe the qualitatively different ways in which people
understand or experience a phenomenon. This particularly lends itself to the
study of a concept such as professionalism. This study gives voice to the
financial planners represented in the research and will inform standard setting
bodies seeking to understand professionalism through the eyes of the
professionals themselves. What the research reveals about the concept of
professionalism itself will be of value to those whose interests lie beyond the
world of financial planning, and the application of the methodology used in the
study will inform researchers contemplating phenomenographical studies
elsewhere.
Up until the global credit crisis in 2008, 'Financial Services' was the fastest
growing sector of the Australian economy. This growth has had profound
implications for individuals, corporations and government. Following extensive
review in the last part of the twentieth century, Australia put in place an
overarching system for regulating all financial services, replacing a system that
was based on separate regulation of products in individual industries. Focusing
on the implications of the new system for retail clients - 'financial citizens' Financial Services Law and Compliance in Australia provides a comprehensive
account of the regulatory structure and a detailed analysis of the legislative
framework, including discussion of the new regulatory bodies, the new licensing
requirements for those wishing to enter the financial services market and the new
obligations for those marketing or offering financial services to the public. This is
an essential resource for those working in, and advising on, financial services, for
students of financial services law, and for anyone needing to understand this new
regime in Australia.
Advances in Financial Planning and Froecasting (New Series) is an annual
publication designed to disseminate developments in the area of financial
analysis, planning, and forecasting. The publication is a froum for statistical,
quantitative, and accounting analyses of issues in financial analysis and planning
in terms of finance, accounting, and economic data.
This second edition has been substantially rewritten with the benefit of more than
four years of practical experience under FSR.
First comparative study of major special needs financial planning mechanisms,
namely guardianship, enduring/lasting powers of attorney, and special needs
trusts.
The International Bestseller "This book blew my mind. More importantly, it made
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financial independence seem achievable. I read Financial Freedom three times,
cover-to-cover." —Lifehacker Money is unlimited. Time is not. Become financially
independent as fast as possible. In 2010, 24-year old Grant Sabatier woke up to
find he had $2.26 in his bank account. Five years later, he had a net worth of
over $1.25 million, and CNBC began calling him "the Millennial Millionaire." By
age 30, he had reached financial independence. Along the way he uncovered
that most of the accepted wisdom about money, work, and retirement is either
incorrect, incomplete, or so old-school it's obsolete. Financial Freedom is a stepby-step path to make more money in less time, so you have more time for the
things you love. It challenges the accepted narrative of spending decades
working a traditional 9 to 5 job, pinching pennies, and finally earning the right to
retirement at age 65, and instead offers readers an alternative: forget everything
you've ever learned about money so that you can actually live the life you want.
Sabatier offers surprising, counter-intuitive advice on topics such as how to: *
Create profitable side hustles that you can turn into passive income streams or
full-time businesses * Save money without giving up what makes you happy *
Negotiate more out of your employer than you thought possible * Travel the world
for less * Live for free--or better yet, make money on your living situation * Create
a simple, money-making portfolio that only needs minor adjustments * Think
creatively--there are so many ways to make money, but we don't see them. But
most importantly, Sabatier highlights that, while one's ability to make money is
limitless, one's time is not. There's also a limit to how much you can save, but not
to how much money you can make. No one should spend precious years working
at a job they dislike or worrying about how to make ends meet. Perhaps the
biggest surprise: You need less money to "retire" at age 30 than you do at age
65. Financial Freedom is not merely a laundry list of advice to follow to get rich
quick--it's a practical roadmap to living life on one's own terms, as soon as
possible.
The second edition of Remedies in Australian Private Law offers readers a clear
and detailed introduction to remedies and their functions under Australian law.
Clearly structured, with a strong black-letter law focus, the text provides a
complete treatment of remedies in common law, equity and statute and develops
a framework for understanding the principles of private law remedies and their
practical application. This edition has been significantly revised and offers up-todate coverage of case law and legislation, including the Australian Consumer
Law. Building on the detailed treatment of remedies and their broad functions
across a range of private law categories, the new edition also offers expanded
coverage of vindicatory damages, debt, specific restitution and coercive
remedies. With its systematic and accessible approach, this text enables
students and practitioners to develop a coherent understanding of remedial law,
and to analyse legal problems and identify appropriate remedial solutions.
The new edition of Raymond Stone’s Human Resource Management is an AHRI
endorsed title that has evolved into a modern, relevant and practical resource for
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first-year HRM students. This concise 14-chapter textbook gives your students
the best chance of transitioning successfully into their future profession by giving
them relatable professional insights and encouragement to exercise their skills in
authentic workplace scenarios. Complementary to your courses, with well written
conceptual content, Stone’s 10th Edition will save you research and assessment
prep time with a host of case studies that cement learnings and get students
thinking critically.
"You may think living on a gluten free diet means living with a taste free diet, but
this book proves it’s far from it! Following the success of their first two books, 4
Ingredients Gluten Free has over 400 easy and economical recipes that will whip
your taste buds into a frenzy! Kim McCosker and Rachael Bermingham collected
and cooked thousands of recipes free from Gluten to bring you this fantastic new
book. If you have Coeliac’s disease or a gluten intolerance or perhaps you know
someone who has, or just want hundreds of absolutely sensational new recipes
to try, then 4 Ingredients Gluten Free is about to make your life soooo much
easier! Have you ever wondered ‘What can I possibly cook with 4 Ingredients?’
This cookbook will show you LOTS of incredible recipes that will amaze, delight
and have your family and friends asking for MORE! Try it for yourself, you will be
AMAZED at what can be cooked without gluten AND with just 4 Ingredients!"
Financial Institutions and Markets focuses on the operation of Australia’s financial
system. Thoroughly updated, this eighth edition retains the structure of the
seventh edition, examining the financial system’s three main functions:
settlement, flow-of-funds and risk transfer. The book provides a comprehensive
and comprehensible integrated account of the activities of Australia’s financial
institutions and markets – and their instruments – including the major capital and
foreign exchange markets, and the markets for derivatives. This new edition is
complemented by digital resources on the MindTap online platform - also
enabling flipped delivery of the content, expanded learning objectives, and
updated case studies and research to cover recent events such as Brexit.
Premium online teaching and learning tools are available to purchase on the
MindTap platform Learn more about the online tools cengage.com.au/learningsolutions
A practical and detailed Australian guide exposing the 'secret recipe' of how to
build, structure and automate a multi-million dollar property portfolio that will
enable you to create financial independence and the lifestyle that you and your
family deserve! - In this book you will discover advanced Australian property
investing strategies, and learn specific real estate finance and property duediligence methodology, that will give you the confidence and skills to start
building your property portfolio as soon as you finish reading this book. - Learn
how to set up your loans correctly, asset protection structures, and identify the
very best areas for growth properties in Australia that will enable you to fast-track
your ability to build a Multi-Million dollar property portfolio in your spare time. This book reveals the ‘secret recipe’ on how to correctly structure your finances
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with the objective of maximising leverage and tax efficiency, whilst focusing on
buying more investment properties and simultaneously paying off your home loan
in record time, thus saving you tens of thousands of dollars in unnecessary
interest payments over the life of the loan. - Gain insights on how to understand
property cycles, state by state, and exactly how to hone in, with laser-like
precision, on Melbourne’s hot spots in 2020 and beyond. - How to conduct a
cash-flow analysis in order to compare the advantages and disadvantages of
different types of investment properties, i.e. house and land, townhouses or
apartments. - How to identify, assemble, and leverage, the very best property
consultants and property industry experts that will take years off your learning
curve, and enable you to grow your portfolio in the most efficient way possible.
Annotation. No professional adviser or planner should be without THE
AUSTRALIAN FINANCIAL PLANNING HANDBOOK 2014-15. With expert and
updated coverage of the Future of Financial Advice (FoFA) reforms (including the
accountants' exemption), superannuation changes, ASIC guidance, recent
compliance and regulatory issues and much more, the AUSTRALIAN
FINANCIAL PLANNING HANDBOOK 2014-15 saves you research time and
increases your ability to provide compliant and accurate advice. The Handbook
also includes commentary on all key developments arising from the 2014 Federal
Budget.
This innovative new teaching text provides an introduction to personal investment
in a world defined by uncertainty. With a focus on risk, socio-economic change
and the regulatory framework, and a wealth of international case studies, the
book covers all the key issues that affect personal investment decisions and their
ultimate success or failure.
This text is suitable for use by students in both foundation level and advanced courses in
financial planning and personal finance. The work includes detailed comprehensive
commentary, numerous examples and many practical application questions. Also included is a
fully worked financial plan.
Top Stocks 2008 is written for every investor who has ever thought, \'There are 1700
companies on the Australian Stock Exchange -- where do I start?\' Popular finance author
Martin Roth runs the top 500 companies through exhaustive selection criteria and subjects
each stock to rigorous analysis. In Top Stocks 2008 you\'ll find individual analysis of the top
Australian companies\' latest results; comparative sales and profits data, and in-depth ratio
analysis; five-year price charts and shareholder return figures; comprehensive research
detailing each company\'s overall outlook; and 19 tables ranking all companies according to
financial data. For those seeking quick and easy access to vital information and statistics on
top Australian companies, Top Stocks 2008 is a must-read.
ESSENTIALS OF PERSONAL FINANCIAL PLANNING Essentials of Personal Financial
Planning was written to challenge the status quo by promoting personal financial planning
(PFP) as a profession, not as a sales tool to gather assets under management or facilitate
sales of insurance products. The book takes a comprehensive and integrated approach to PFP
for accounting students, allowing them to view the profession through the lens of a CPA – with
integrity and objectivity. This book systematically introduces the essentials of all the major PFP
topics (estate, retirement, investments, insurance, and tax), as well as: The PFP process,
concepts and regulatory environment. Professional responsibilities of a CPA personal financial
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planner and the requirements of the Statement on Standards in PFP Services. Time value of
money concepts. The book then builds on these foundational concepts, showing their
interconnectivity and professional opportunities, to provide a deeper understanding of PFP and
its application. After reading this book, students will be able to apply the knowledge and skills
gained from this course to have an immediate and long-term positive impact for themselves
and for the clients they serve.
Promises of indemnity are found in many kinds of commercial contracts, not just contracts of
insurance. This book examines the nature and effect of contractual indemnities outside the
insurance context. It is the first work to provide a detailed account of the subject in English law.
The book presents a coherent theory of the promise of indemnity while also addressing
important practical issues, such as the construction of contractual indemnities. The subject is
approached from two perspectives. The foundations are laid by examining general principles
applicable to indemnities in various forms. This covers the nature of indemnity promises;
general principles of construction; the determination of scope; and the enforcement of
indemnities. The approach then moves from the general to the specific, by examining
separately particular forms of indemnity. Included among these are indemnities against liability
to third parties, and indemnities against default or non-performance by third parties. The book
states English law but it draws upon a considerable amount of material from other common law
jurisdictions, including Australia, Canada, New Zealand and Singapore. It will appeal to readers
from those countries.
Covers all aspects of superannuation fund management, operations and administration.
The mission of the International Journal of Educational Reform (IJER) is to keep readers up-todate with worldwide developments in education reform by providing scholarly information and
practical analysis from recognized international authorities. As the only peer-reviewed scholarly
publication that combines authors’ voices without regard for the political affiliations
perspectives, or research methodologies, IJER provides readers with a balanced view of all
sides of the political and educational mainstream. To this end, IJER includes, but is not limited
to, inquiry based and opinion pieces on developments in such areas as policy, administration,
curriculum, instruction, law, and research. IJER should thus be of interest to professional
educators with decision-making roles and policymakers at all levels turn since it provides a
broad-based conversation between and among policymakers, practitioners, and academicians
about reform goals, objectives, and methods for success throughout the world. Readers can
call on IJER to learn from an international group of reform implementers by discovering what
they can do that has actually worked. IJER can also help readers to understand the pitfalls of
current reforms in order to avoid making similar mistakes. Finally, it is the mission of IJER to
help readers to learn about key issues in school reform from movers and shakers who help to
study and shape the power base directing educational reform in the U.S. and the world.
Adam Smith's "invisible hand" relied on the self-interest of individuals to produce good
outcomes. Economists' belief in efficient markets took this idea further by assuming that all
individuals are selfish. This belief underpinned financial deregulation, and the theories on
incentives andperformance which supported it. However, although Adam Smith argued that
although individuals may be self-interested, he argued that they also have other-regarding
motivations, including a desire for the approbation of others. This book argues that the trustintensive nature of financial servicesmakes it essential to cultivate such other-regarding
motivations, and it provides proposals on how this might be done. Trustworthiness in the
financial services industry was eroded by deregulation and by the changes to industry structure
which followed. Incentive structures encouraged managers to disguise risky products as
yielding high returns, and regulation failed to curb this risk-taking, rent-seeking behaviour.The
book makes a number of proposals for reforms of governance, and of legal and regulatory
arrangements, to address these issues. The proposals seek to harness values and norms that
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would reinforce "other-regarding" behaviour, so that the firms and individuals in the financial
services act in amore trustworthy manner. Four requirements are identified which together
might secure more strongly trustworthy behaviour: the definition of obligations, the
identification of responsibilities, the creation of mechanisms which encourage trustworthiness,
and the holding to account of those involved in an appropriate manner.Financial reforms at
present lack sufficient focus on these requirements, and the book proposes a range of further
actions for specific parts of the financial industry.

Effective regulation of consumer credit in modern society is an ever-changing
challenge. As new forms of credit emerge in free societies, regulation often lags behind.
This volume explores contemporary problems related to the regulation of consumer
credit in market economies with a focus on credit extended to the most vulnerable and
poorest members of the community. Written by experts in the field of consumer credit
regulation from Europe, North America, Australia, and South Africa, the book examines
some of the most important consumer credit issues facing consumers today and
proposes innovative ways to protect the consumer interest in those markets.
Provides a comprehensive and in-depth collection of articles on financial and
investment issues in emerging capital markets, covering all major emerging countries,
as well as all major topics related to emerging market finance.
Praise for Directory of Global Professional Accounting and Business Certifications "In a
globalized world, employers are confronted by a bewildering variety of professional
qualifications, some valid, some less weighty and some spurious and fraudulent. This
excellent compilation enables the reader to touch base with such organizations and
explore their true credentials through access to their whereabouts including Web sites.
It is additionally pleasing that updates will be provided via the publisher's own Web
site." --Professor Dr. Gerald Vinten Deputy Principal, Thames Graduate School, Ilford,
London Past president, chairman and committee chair, and member of several
professional bodies (including the Institute of Internal Auditors, Royal Society of Health,
CIPFA, and AAT) "I've often wondered what the 'alphabet soup' after some colleagues'
names means and how impressed I really should be. Now I can find out!...This directory
will be a valuable reference guide for human resource professionals and anyone else
who wants to know what those letters mean and how seriously to take them." --James
Roth, PhD, CIA, CCSA President, AuditTrends "The Directory of Global Professional
Accounting and Business Certifications by Lal Balkaran is an indispensable reference
source for anyone involved in the international accounting, auditing, and business
professions. It is global, comprehensive, accurate, and easy to use. It is like having a
personal contact book to all the world's professional organizations." --Belverd E.
Needles Jr. Ernst & Young Alumni Professor, DePaul University Organized as a
directory for easy reference of accounting and business designations, designatory
letters, and contact information of all disciplines, Directory of Global Professional
Accounting and Business Certifications contains over 960 bodies administering well in
excess of 2000 designations and designatory letters in 145 countries. This handy, yet
comprehensive, directory also provides an index with a country-by-country listing of the
professional designations that exist there.
The first book to provide a comprehensive history of the financial planning profession
The financial services field has been revolutionized in the last quarter of the twentieth
century by the financial planning profession. So much has happened in so little time
that it has been difficult to keep up with the events and key players that make up the
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world of financial planning. The History of Financial Planning is the first book to provide
a comprehensive history of the profession. Backed by the Financial Planning
Association, The History of Financial Planning offers a clear overview of the industry
and how it has grown and changed over the years. This book chronicles the history of
the profession, with explanations of how the financial planning movement has grown
beyond the United States to other countries-particularly in the last fifteen years. The
book also demonstrates how the work of key researchers, such as Dr. Daniel
Kahneman, Vernon Smith, and Amos Tversky, has influenced the rise of the financial
planning profession Names "four initial engines of growth" that contributed to the
success of financial planning Reveals the moments and key players that define the
history of financial planning Discusses the emergence of the Financial Planning
Association (FPA) The financial planning field has a rich history, and with this book as
your guide, you'll quickly discover how it has evolved over the years.
Covers all the fundamental areas of financial planning with practical examples and case
studies.
This book investigates the legitimacy of the current Australian Financial Services
Licensee-Authorised Representative (AFSL-AR) licensing model, as specified in the
Commonwealth Corporations Act 2001. The book rectifies the deficiency in scholarly
attention to this matter by developing a new conceptualised framework for the financial
planning discipline. It takes into account theories in agency, legislation, legitimacy and
the independent individual regulatory regimes in other professions; thereafter
integrating this framework with the financial planning theory to examine the legitimacy,
or what was found to be the illegitimacy of licensing advisers via multiple third party
conflicted commercially oriented licensees. This book makes a very useful reference to
understanding financial planning licencing model in Australia.
This book is destined to become a classic in its field. Sidney Sax, Chairman, Ethics
Committee, Australian Institute of Health and Welfare, former Director of Health
Services, Planning and Research, NSW The whys and hows are clearly and carefully
explained for everyone involved in planning health services of all sizes in today's
demanding climate. No health planner should go to work without this book. Tony
Adams, Professor of Public Health, National Centre for Epidemiology and Population
Health, Australian National University Increasing concern about a positive return on
investment in health leads to a need to make choices. As a result, skills in planning are
increasingly being required of managers, providers and policy makers in health care.
Experienced planners and teachers Kathy Eagar, Pamela Garrett and Vivian Lin have
written a comprehensive introduction that bridges the theory and practice of health
planning. They outline the health policy and planning context, the impact of different
resource allocation environments on planning, and explain the processes and the
technical skills needed to undertake service, program, corporate, business and facility
planning. The authors also explore major challenges facing health planners, including
the growing role of market forces in health care, the need to balance equity of access
with equity of outcomes, and the tension between planning for population health versus
planning for more efficient health care delivery. Illustrated with extensive case studies
from both the public and private sectors, Health Planning is an indispensable reference
for health professionals and a valuable text for students.
Certified Financial Planner education program
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Is the leading Australian publication on this complex area directed at students, financial
planners, insurance professionals and the general public. This essential guide provides
practical instruction that will enhance financial planning and insurance curriculums. Insurance
and Risk Management provides a clear analysis of the principles of insurance and the types of
insurance products available, as well as a comprehensive discussion on insurance law, risk
identification and management, regulation, compliance, ethics and advisers' due diligence
responsibilities when providing advice on financial products. Features Provides a practical
explanation of risk management and its application Explains complicated and technical general
and life insurance concepts in plain English Empowers readers to present life and general
insurance risk management solutions in an authoritive and professional manner Provides
readers with a detailed explanation of the theory of ethics and its application in the workplace
Assists learning with study questions, references and further reading About the Author: Dr
John Teale has worked in the general and life insurance industries for almost 40 years. He has
served in executive roles with global general and life insurers and has operated his own
successful financial services and insurance brokerage company. Until recently he was a senior
lecturer in financial planning at the University of New England, Armidale and the University of
the Sunshine Coast. He also was a foundation committee member of the Financial Planning
Education Council and a member of the U.S. based Financial Planning Standard's Board
education working group. He is also the author of several highly acclaimed peer reviewed
academic papers on Self Managed Superannuation Funds, the education of financial advisers
and guidance on advisers' due diligence responsibilities when providing advice on financial
products to aged clients. Dr Teale is now retired with his wife Judy to their beach house in
Woodgate, Queensland from which they travel extensively. He is still keenly interested in his
lifelong vocation of insurance and still reads and researches actively in this area. The
insurance industry is a challenging and dynamic industry and offers any young person a
wonderful opportunity to pursue a lifelong and rewarding career.
The global financial crisis has led to more and more focus on corporate governance and
financial institutions. There has been much coverage in the media about various corporate
governance related issues in banks and other financial institutions, such as executive directors'
remuneration and bankers' bonuses, board composition and board diversity. This engaging
book, dedicated to the corporate governance of banks and other financial institutions, makes a
timely and accessible contribution to the literature in this area. The chapters highlight many of
the shortcomings of corporate governance which have led to financial scandals, whilst
indicating areas where corporate governance can be strengthened and improved.
This final book in a series of four books; includes the success stories of business and
professional women who won the title of "Telecom Australian Executive Woman of the Year" in
its inaugural year as a national award organised by the Australian Executive Women's
Network. These women are the founders of the prestigious, "Telstra Business Women's
Awards." This series of books have been used in "Career Study Classes" in High Schools,
Universities and Business Colleges since the nineties. Women wanting to start their own small
businesses and those keen to climb corporate ladders or sit on company boards have all
gained the valuable knowledge they needed from these pioneering women's stories. In this
book there is a "Membership Guide" to help you to understand how the Australian Executive
Women's Network operates. It will also assist you if you would like to start a network of your
own. Be sure to collect the four volumes in this set of invaluable books.
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